
 

Free Software: Since 1997 

CyberTracker is the most efficient method of 
GPS field data collection. You can use    
CyberTracker on a Smartphone or handheld 
computer to record any type of observation. 
CyberTracker, which requires no programming 
skills, allows you to customize an Application 
for your own data collection needs. 

Our Vision for the Future 

Climate change, pollution, habitat destruction 
and loss of biodiversity may have serious    
impacts on human welfare. To anticipate and 
prevent negative impacts will require ongoing 
long-term monitoring of all aspects of the     
environment. 

From its origins with the Kalahari Bushmen, 
CyberTracker projects have been initiated to 
monitor gorillas in the Congo, butterflies in Switzerland, the Sumatran rhino in Borneo, 
jaguars in Costa Rica, birds in the Amazon, wild horses in Mongolia, dolphins in         
California, marine turtles in the Pacific and whales in Antarctica. 

CyberTracker is being used by indigenous communities, in national parks, scientific     
research, citizen science, environmental education, forestry, farming, social surveys, 
health surveys, crime prevention and disaster relief. 

Our ultimate vision is that Smartphone users worldwide will use CyberTracker to capture 
observations on a daily basis. Data streaming into the Cloud will make it possible to    
visualise changes in the global ecosystem in real time. 

CyberTracker is a non-profit organisation that promotes the vision of a          
Worldwide Environmental Monitoring Network  

www.cybertracker.org 

Towards a Worldwide Environmental Monitoring Network 



Scientists benefit from the unique Icon User       
Interface design enabling faster data  collection 
than text interfaces, with fewer input errors.  
 

The CyberTracker software allows users with no 
GIS skills, database management or programming 
skills to:  
 

 Customise an Application  

 Design and Edit a Database  

 Create an Electronic Field Guide with a 
Species Identification Filter 

 Gather geo-referenced data and photos 
with Smartphone 

 Navigate with GPS Field Map  

 Query and View data on Desktop PC or 
Server with Maps, Tables and Photo Views  

 Effort of Patrol and Index of Abundance 

 Export data for analysis to MS Excel,    
eXtended Markup Language (XML),      
Esri Shape Files, or Comma Seperated 
Values 

 Change Database over the life of a project 
without losing existing data 

CyberTracker Software 



 

More than 90 000 potential users have downloaded the CyberTracker software and our website 
receives more than 5000 visits per month from more than 210 countries. By distributing  
CyberTracker as freeware we helped numerous independent initiatives to get off the ground, 
which we hope will result in unrestricted growth of environmental projects worldwide. 

Global Coverage 
 

Television coverage of CyberTracker include: CNN (Worldwide), ABC News (USA), BBC News (UK), 
BBC (Tomorrow's World, UK), BBC World (Worldwide), Sky TV (Worldwide), ITN TV, ABC News 
(Australia), National Geographic Today (USA), Discovery Channel Europe, Discovery Channel USA, Dis-
covery Channel Canada, VARA, Jules Unlimited (Netherlands), Voxtours (Germany), Africa Journal (Africa
-wide), 50/50 (South Africa), Science Matters (South Africa), Carte Blanche (South Africa), a Reuters TV 
piece shown internationally, also TV coverage in Switzerland, France, Germany and Finland.  
 
Press coverage of CyberTracker include: Time (International), Financial Times (UK), The Guardian 
(UK), The Economist (UK), National Geographic News (Worldwide), New Scientist (UK), Wired Magazine 
(USA), Pour la Science (France), Science et Nature (France), Geo (Germany), Eos (Netherlands),          
The Times (UK), The Sunday Times (UK), USA Today, Chronicle of Philanthropy (USA), Die Woche 
(Germany), Le Point (France), The Australian (Australia), Computerworld (USA), Communications & Net-
working (Canada), The National Post (Canada), Geographical (UK), Ethos (UK), Corriere Della Sera (Italy), 
Ecologia International (Spain), as well as numerous articles in the South African media and elsewhere.  


